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RESPONDING TO THE NEEDS OF FIRST RESPONDERS
– AND THE COMMUNITY THEY SERVE
The design and construction of Sarasota County Fire Station No. 8 and Special
Operations Building brought a profound change to the department, replacing a temporary
facility in a double-wide trailer with nearly 20,000 sq. ft. of multi-purpose spaces.
The new main station has four garage bays and equipment and gear storage areas, as
well as “very residential living quarters” to house 14, said architect Todd Sweet. “This
is the firefighters’ home away from home,” he explained, “so we wanted it to serve that
purpose.” Among amenities are an exercise room, TV viewing area, and communal
kitchen and dining spaces.
The Special Operations Building behind the station has five bays for storing vehicles and
equipment trailers, as well as a workspace for servicing equipment, in support of the team
that answers the calls for vehicle extractions, confined space and high-angle rescues,
hazardous materials cleanups, and other types of emergencies.
Built to “serve not just the community’s needs today but growth tomorrow,” according to
Sweet, the facility can withstand a Category 4 hurricane and was constructed to last 50
years, with long-lasting and low-maintenance materials used. Many “green” elements also
were incorporated to promote sustainability.
As it does in all its public projects, Sweet Sparkman Architecture and Interiors dove into
the history of the surrounding community when it set to designing Sarasota Fire Station
No. 8. In this case, that “community” was what had been celery fields, with soil heavily
saturated with ground limestone rock to promote plant growth. With that limestone
reflected in the building’s facade, this detail serves to make the building “specific” and
meaningful, Sweet said.
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This is the
firefighters’ home
away from home,
so we wanted it to
serve that purpose.”

Another functional – yet “artful” – feature is a 24-ft. aluminum training tower with stairs
situated at the front of the building. The tower will enable firefighters to learn, and hone
their skills in, stairwell rescues, repelling and related activities. The artistic touch, Sweet
said, was a consideration of how light and shadow played between the tower and station.
The design of Sarasota County Fire Station No. 8 and Special Operations Building was
a multi-faceted task for a multi-faceted project, taking into account every aspect of its
operations, paying homage to the unique nature of its surroundings, and giving its First
Responders a comfortable new “home.”

—Todd Sweet, AIA, LEED AP
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